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post-graduate department of english, university of jammu ... - post-graduate department of english,
university of jammu, jammu. syllabus of m.a. english semester - first course no. psentc 101 duration of
examination: 3 hrs proposed syllabus for b.a.i, b.a.ii, b.a.iii—english ... - b.art iii english literature paperi (history of english literature) mm. 50 unit-i : ten short-answer questions based on the entire course. unit-ii
:from renaissance to seventeenth century renaissance and reformation miracle and morality plays a history
of english literature - elektron kİtabxana - if you find that the poets of the anglo−saxon 'beowulf' have
given a clear and interesting picture of the life of our barbarous ancestors of the sixth or seventh century a. d.,
you should not blame them for a lack of the theories of comparative literature - south valley university
- of the subliminal 'influences' of shakespeare's julius caesar on my own a spy in the sultan's palace (cfe
comparative tone, cairo, 1995) may be impossible to prove, but i made a comparison between two remarkably
similar situations and did suggest such an influence. william forbes marshall the life, work and legacy of
rev ... - 4 william forbes marshall william forbes marshall 5 it was marshall’s ambition to produce an ulster
dialect dictionary. he had contributed an introduction to grant’s scottish national dictionary but in 1947 his
hopes of producing a similar work for ulster were literature: an introduction to fiction, poetry, drama,
and ... - character 75 to borrow the useful terms of the english novelist e. m. forster, characters may seem ﬂat
or round, depending on whether a writer sketches or sculpts them.a ﬂat character has only one outstanding
trait or feature, or at most a few distinguishing
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